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Twisted van der Waals materials have become a paradigmatic platform to realize exotic corre-
lated states of matter. Here, we show that a twisted dichalcogenide bilayer (WSe2) encapsulated
between a magnetic van der Waals material (CrBr3) features flat bands with tunable valley and spin
flavors. We demonstrate that, when electron-electron interactions are included, spin-ferromagnetic
and valley-ferromagnetic states emerge in the flat bands, stemming from the interplay between cor-
relations, intrinsic spin-orbit coupling and exchange proximity effects. We show that the specific
symmetry broken state is controlled by the relative alignment of the magnetization of the encapsu-
lation, demonstrating the emergence of correlated states controlled by exchange bias. Our results
put forward a new van der Waals heterostructure where symmetry broken states emerge from a
genuine interplay between twist engineering, spin-orbit coupling and exchange proximity, providing
a powerful starting point to explore exotic collective states of matter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional materials have risen as a paradig-
matic platform to engineer emergent states of mat-
ter. This flexibility stems from the capability of stack-
ing different two-dimensional materials on top of each
other, allowing to combine electronic orders. Among
the different two-dimensional materials, transition metal
dichalcogenides1–6 attracted much attention due to their
strong spin orbit-coupling effects. This has allowed ex-
ploiting different early proposals in spintronics such as
spin-charge conversion7 valley control,8–11 and optically
generated spin currents,12,13 demonstrating the possibil-
ities for magnetic control in two-dimensional materials.
In this line, the recent discovery, and isolation of two-
dimensional magnetic materials14–20 has allowed pushing
this idea even further, providing a purely van der Waals
platform for spintronic physics.
Moire structures are known to emerge in generic
twisted two dimensional materials, including
graphene,21,22 dichalcogenides,23–28 boron nitride,29
MoO3
30 and ferromagnets.31 In particular, twisted
dichalcogenide systems provide unique opportunities for
spintronics, due to the strong spin-orbit coupling.8,32–37
Correlated states in twisted dichalcogenides materials
have been also demonstrated, stemming from the
emergence of quasi-flat bands.23,24,38–51 Importantly, the
strong spin-orbit effects, together with the emergent val-
ley and layer degrees of freedom, bring forward a whole
new set of possibilities3,36,37,52 for engineering strongly
correlated states of matter in twisted dichalcogenides.
In particular, the spin-valley locking53,54 provides a
way of controlling the internal quantum numbers of a
symmetry broken state.
Here we show that a correlated state controlled by ex-
change bias can be engineered in a van der Waals het-
erostructure made of magnetic two-dimensional materi-
als and a twisted dichalcogenide bilayer. In particular,
FIG. 1. Sketch of the van der Waals exchanged dichalco-
genide multilayer (a) and sketch of the emergence of moire
superlattice (b). Panel (c) shows a sketch of the typical band
structure of TMDC when spin-orbit coupling effects are con-
sidered. Panel (d) shows the possible lifting of degeneracies
that the magnetic encapsulation can create. Panel (e,f) shows
the interaction-induced symmetry breaking of the low energy
states. For antiferromagnetic alignment (e) spin symmetry
broken state appears, whereas for ferromagnetic alignment
(f) a valley symmetry broken state emerges.
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2FIG. 2. Band structure of a twisted dichalcogenide with a
twist angle of 1.8◦ in the absence of exchange effects (a,b),
with zero SOC (a) and with finite SOC (b). Panels (c,d)
shows the bandstructure in the absence of SOC, but with a
finite exchange bias, having a ferromagnetic alignment be-
tween the layers in (c) and antiferromagnetic in (d) Panels
(e,f) show the band structures with finite SOC and exchange
fields, having a ferromagnetic alignment between the layers
in (e) and antiferromagnetic in (f). In the cases (e,f), the low
energy states are formed by two bands, yet with dramatically
different orbital content as sketched in Fig. 1d.
we demonstrate that a magnetic exchange bias can con-
trol the symmetry broken state of twisted dichalcogenide
system, creating a transition from valley ferromagnetism
to spin ferromagnetism. Our results put forward ex-
change bias as a powerful knob to control symmetry bro-
ken states in magnetically encapsulated twisted dichalco-
genide materials. The manuscript is organized as follows.
In Section II we show the emergence of nearly flat bands
controlled by spin-orbit coupling and exchange coupling
in the magnetically encapsulated multilayer. In Section
III we show the selective switching between interaction-
induced valley ferromagnetism and spin ferromagnetism
by controlling the magnetization of the encapsulation.
In Section IV we estimate the strength of the effective
exchange fields by means of first-principles calculations
for a specific CrBr3/WSe2 based structure. Finally, in
Section III we summarize our conclusions.
II. CONTROLLING FLAT BANDS WITH
EXCHANGE BIAS
We first address the emergence of flat bands in the
magnetic van der Waals heterostructure, and in particu-
lar how spin-orbit and exchange effects the low energy flat
bands. In the following, we consider an effective model
for a transition metal dichalcogenide in a honeycomb lat-
tice, that captures in an effective fashion the low energy
valence and conduction bands. For the sake of concrete-
ness, we will focus on the physics emerging in the va-
lence band of the model. We will consider a twisted van
der Waals dichalcogenide, encapsulated between a fer-
romagnetic insulator, where we have integrated out the
degrees of freedom of the ferromagnetic insulator. The
total Hamiltonian is of the form
H = H0 +HSOC +HJ (1)
with H0 the non-relativistic Hamiltonian, HSOC the
spin-orbit coupling correction and HJ = HAF /HFE the
exchange proximity effect
H0 =
∑
〈ij〉
tc†i,scj,s +m
∑
i,s
ϑziic
†
i,sci,s
+
∑
i,j,s
t⊥(ri, rj)c
†
i,scj,s (2)
HSOC = λSOC
∑
〈〈ij〉〉
νijσ
z
s,s′c
†
i,scj,s′ (3)
HAF = JAF
∑
i,s,s′
τiσ
z
s,s′c
†
i,sci,s′ (4)
HFE = JFE
∑
i,s,s′
σzs,s′c
†
i,sci,s′ (5)
where t is a first neighbor hopping, t⊥(ri, rj)
parametrize the interlayer coupling,55–57 ϑzii is the sublat-
tice Pauli matrix, m denotes the onsite energy imbalance
between the two sites of the honeycomb lattice, νij = ±1
for clock-wise/anti-clockwise hopping,58, 〈〉 denotes sum
over first neighbors in a layer, 〈〈〉〉 denotes sum over sec-
ond neighbors in a layer, and τi = ±1 for upper/lower
layer. The previous model applied for a single layer faith-
fully captures the electronic structure at the K and K ′
points,54,59,60 and therefore can be used as a starting
point for flat bands stemming from the dichalcogenide
valleys. We note that more sophisticated models for a
dichalcogenide could be considered, yet for the sake of
simplicity we here focus on the minimal one that cap-
tures the spin-valley physics at the valleys.
With the previous effective model, we now compute
the electronic structure of the magnetically encapsulated
3FIG. 3. Local density of states of the lowest flat band, show-
ing the emergence of localized states in a triangular lattice.
Focusing now in the heterostructure with antiferromagnetic
alignment of Fig. 2f, panel (b) shows the real space spin flux,
showing the emergence of non-trivial spin topology. Panel (c)
shows the sketch of the different parts of the superlattice, and
panel (d) a low energy model for the nearly flat bands.
dichalcogenide multilayer. In particular, it is interest-
ing to look in detail at the degeneracy of the low energy
manifold in different regimes. Let us start with the case
JAF = JFE = λSOC = 0, the case in which both ex-
change and spin-orbit coupling effects are neglected. As
shown in Fig. 2a the band structure for a structure with
a twist angle 1.8◦ shows nearly flat bands as expected
from twisted dichalcogenide systems. It is important to
note that such energy bands are four-fold degenerate, two
times from valley, and two times due to spin. Such phe-
nomenology is analogous to twisted graphene multilay-
ers or twisted boron nitride. Due to the existence of
such degeneracy, it is expected that the addition of ad-
ditional terms breaking that symmetry will create split-
tings between the different sectors. When we consider
the effect of intrinsic spin-orbit coupling (λSOC = 0.02t)
as shown in Fig. 2b a momentum-dependent spin split-
ting appears, yet the valley degeneracy remains along the
shown k-path. As a result, the low energy manifold re-
mains four-fold degenerate. It is interesting to note that
the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling slightly increases the
bandwidth of the low energy bands, yet still keeping an
overall small bandwidth. Besides the splitting created in
the low energy bands, additional splittings are created at
higher energies.
Let us now focus in the cases hosting only exchange
fields, and in the absence of spin-orbit coupling. The
simplest case to consider is to the ferromagnetic config-
uration (JFE = 0.02t), in which the spin degeneracy is
lifted Fig. 2c. In this situation, a uniform shift between
up and down channels take place, and the low energy
bands become just two-fold degenerate due to valley de-
generacy. A more interesting scenario happens for anti-
ferromagnetic exchange bias (JAF = 0.05t) Fig. 2d, in
which a small splitting appears in the bands, yet without
fully lifting the degeneracy of the low energy manifold. It
is especially interesting to note that the band structure
with spin-orbit coupling (Fig. 2b) and antiferromagnetic
exchange bias (Fig. 2d) both show a four-fold degen-
eracy of the low energy manifold, in contrast with the
trivial lifting of degeneracy created by the ferromagnetic
exchange field (Fig. 2c).
We now move on to the case when both exchange fields
and spin-orbit coupling are non-zero. We start with the
case of ferromagnetic exchange (JFE = 0.02t) and non-
zero SOC (λSOC = 0.02t), shown in Fig. 2e. The low en-
ergy manifold is still two-fold degenerate stemming from
the valley degree of freedom (both bands are superim-
posed in Fig. 2e), yet with a clear asymmetry between
−k and +k due to the combination of SOC effect and
exchange field. A more interesting scenario corresponds
to the antiferromagnetic exchanged case (JAF = 0.02t)
with non-zero SOC (λSOC = 0.02t) shown in Fig. 2f. It
is clearly observed that now the low energy manifold is
two-fold degenerate, in contrast with Figs. 2bd (see the
splitting showed in the insets). The low energy degener-
acy comes from a combination of time-reversal and mir-
ror symmetries, and could be lifted with an electric field
between the layers. It is worth to remark that in both
cases, ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic bias, the low
energy manifold is two-fold degenerate, yet with dramat-
ically different quantum numbers. This feature will be
important when considering the effect of electronic inter-
actions.
Before moving on to interaction effects, it is interest-
ing to understand the nature of the low energy states
(Fig. 3abcd). The states associated to the two low en-
ergy flat bands form an emergent triangular lattice, as
shown in the local density of states of (Fig. 3a). This
is of course already suggested by the band structures of
Fig. 2, that features the typical dispersion of a triangular
lattice. Interestingly, the location of this emergent trian-
gular superlattice corresponds to regions of the twisted
system showing AB stacking (Fig. 3c), namely a region
where one of the atoms fall in the hollow site, in strike
contrast with the conventional AA localization in twisted
graphene bilayers.55,61,62 This is easily rationalized by
taking into account that, whereas for graphene AB and
BA regions are equivalent, in a twisted dichalcogenide
bilayer AB corresponds to Mo-Mo stacking, whereas BA
corresponds to S-S stacking, and therefore are inequiva-
lent. As a result, a triangular arrangement of the states
in the AB regions becomes possible.
The triangular arrangement between the states, to-
gether with the low energy dispersion, suggests that
this system can be described with a low energy effective
model. To gain insight into this, it is interesting to look
4at the valley spin flux63–66 in the moire unit cell defined
as
Ξ(r, ω) =
∫
d2k
(2pi)2
αβ
2
〈r|G(∂kαG−1)(∂kβG)|r〉. (6)
where G is the valley-spin Green’s function defined as
G(ω) = [ω −H(k) + i0+]−1VzSz (7)
with Vz the valley operator,64,66–69 Sz the spin operator
and H(k) the Bloch Hamiltonian.
The valley-spin Chern number C can be computed as
C = ∫ 0−∞ dω ∫ d2rΞ(r, ω), and as result Ξ(r, ω) the real
space energy resolved valley-spin flux.63–66 The valley op-
erator Vz is defined in the tight binding basis as64,66–69
Vz = λ
∑
〈〈ij〉〉
ϑzijνijc
†
i,scj,s′ (8)
where νij = ±1 for clock-wise/anticlock-wise hopping,
〈〈〉〉 denotes sum over second neighbors in a layer, and
ϑzij is the sublattice Pauli matrix. The previous operator
takes the eigenvalues ±1 at the microscopic K and K ′,
and as a result can be used to compute the valley flavor of
an eigenstate. it is worth to note that this operator will
be especially useful in the next section when computing
valley symmetry breaking in the real tight binding model.
Focusing on the case with antiferromagnetic configu-
ration, we observe that real space valley fluxes emerge
in the unit cell (Fig. 3b), similarly to other van der
Waals multilayers.64–66 The combination of triangular
arrangement (Fig. 3a) and real space valley-spin flux
(Fig. 3b) suggest that the low energy band structure
can be captured with an effective triangular lattice with
spin-valley fluxes H =
∑
〈ij〉,s,s′ e
iσz
s,s′ϕijd†i,sdj,s′ , where
d†i,s, di,s are the creation/annihilation operators for the
Wannier states, ϕij are the phases associated to the real
space flux of the supercell φS (Fig. 3d). This low energy
Wannier model would allow to study interaction effects
without having to perform a calculation for the whole
moire unit cell, and similar models have been explored
in a variety of twisted two dimensional materials.47,65,70
The form of the effective interactions in these low en-
ergy models can be non-trivial, due to the potentially
extended nature of the Wannier states.71,72 Here, in order
to perform unbiased calculations, we will explore inter-
action effects with the full microscopic model including
onsite, first and second neighbor interactions.
III. INTERACTION-INDUCED SYMMETRY
BREAKING IN EXCHANGED-BIAS FLAT
BANDS
We now focus on the effect of interactions in the full
real space model. For that purpose, we consider a generic
FIG. 4. Selfconsistent electronic structure with an antiferro-
magnetic alignment between the leads (a,b), and with a ferro-
magnetic one (c,d). In the case of an antiferromagnetic align-
ment (a,b), interactions give rise to a spin polarized ground
state (a), with a net S = 1/2 magnetic moment per unit cell
(b). In the case of ferromagnetic alignment (c,d), interactions
give rise to a valley polarized ground state (c), with a net
valley moment per unit cell (d).
interacting Hamiltonian with interactions up to second
neighbors of the form
HI = H
(0)
I +H
(1)
I +H
(2)
I (9)
where H
(0)
I is the local Hubbard interaction with
strength U
H
(0)
I = U
∑
i
c†i,↑ci,↑c
†
i,↓ci,↓ (10)
H
(1)
I is the first neighbor interaction with strength V1
H
(1)
I = V1
∑
〈ij〉
[(∑
s
c†i,sci,s
)(∑
s
c†j,scj,s
)]
(11)
H
(2)
I is the second neighbor interaction with strength
V2
H
(2)
I = V2
∑
〈〈ij〉〉
[(∑
s
c†i,sci,s
)(∑
s
c†j,scj,s
)]
(12)
We note that by construction, the interaction Hamil-
tonian is SU(2) symmetric. We decouple the previous
5Hamiltonian with a conventional non-collinear mean field
approximation, which we solve selfconsistently. In the
following we take U = 2t, V1 = 1.5t and V2 = 0.5t, and
we will focus on the the of a single electron per moire unit
cell, that turns the low energy flat bands half filled. We
note that the same results are expected for a single hole
per unit cell and, as it will be shown later, this would be
physically achievable regime for the WSe2/CrBr3 twisted
multilayer.
We now consider the two different scenarios for the
magnetic encapsulation, the heterostructure with with
antiferromagnetic configuration (Fig. 4ab), and with
ferromagnetic configuration (Fig. 4cd). As elaborated
above, depending on the configuration of the magnetic
electrodes, the spin or valley degeneracy is lifted. In the
low energy manifold, which is now just two fold degener-
ate, interactions can give rise to an additional symmetry
breaking.
We focus first on the case with antiferromagnetic con-
figuration, whose low energy manifold has two bands, one
per spin channel (Fig. 2f). Due to this spin degeneracy,
correlation effects could be able to lift the degeneracy
and open up a gap, as we explicitly show below. We now
take the interaction terms introduced in Eqs. 101112,
and solve the selfconsistent mean field equations. We ob-
tain that, upon introducing interactions, symmetry bro-
ken state emerges, hosting a net spin magnetic moment
per supercell and lifting the degeneracy of the low energy
band structure. The mean field band structure shown in
Fig. 4a shows that an spontaneous exchange splitting ap-
pears in the band structure, lifting the degeneracy of the
low energy manifold introduced in Fig. 2f. The projec-
tion in real space of the spin operator Sz(r) shows that,
associated with the lifting of degeneracy, a non-zero mag-
netic moment emerges, localized in the regions with AB
stacking as shown in Fig. 4b.
We now move on to the case in which the magnetic
leads have a ferromagnetic alignment. In this situation,
the low energy manifold host two bands, one per val-
ley (Fig. 2e). Given that these two energy band belong
to the same spin channel, a magnetic instability cannot
lift their degeneracy, in stark contrast with the antifer-
romagnetic encapsulation. Upon introducing electronic
interactions of Eqs. 101112 and solving the selfconsis-
tent problem, we obtain a mean field Hamiltonian whose
band-structure has an spontaneous interaction induced
valley splitting (Fig. 4c). We can compute the expecta-
tion value of the valley operator in the unit cell Vz(r), and
we observe that a non-zero valley polarization emerges in
the regions with AB stacking as shown in Fig. 4d. The
real space expectation value of the valley operator is com-
puted by taking the valley operator of Eq. 8 and adding
a localized real space envelope to each site.
The previous calculations demonstrate, using a micro-
scopic interacting model, that the symmetry breaking in-
duced by interactions is controlled by the magnetic align-
ment of the magnetic substrate. Importantly, the genuine
combination of spin-orbit and exchange effects lead to the
FIG. 5. (a) Sketch of the structure computed from first prin-
ciples, consisting on WSe2 on top of CrBr3. Panel (b) shows a
sketch of the effect of the exchange proximity effect, creating
a splitting between the states at K an K’. Panel (c) shows the
first principles band-structure of the heterostructure in (a), in
the absence of spin-orbit coupling. Panel (d) shows a sketch
of the orbitally resolved density of states as obtained in (c).
Panel (e) shows the first principles band structure will full
non-collinear spin-orbit coupling, and panel (f) shows a zoom
on the top of the valence band.
realization of pure-valley or pure-spin electronic instabil-
ities in the flat bands of twisted dichalcogenides. Finally,
it is worth to mention that the previous discussion has
focused in a low energy atomistic effective model. In
the next section we show using first principles methods,
that a specific van der materials formed by WSe2/CrBr3
would be described with the effective model considered.
IV. FIRST PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS OF
THE WSE2/CRBR3 EXCHANGE BIAS
We finally show via first principles calculations that
proximity effect between WSe2 and CrBr3 leads to an ex-
change splitting in the valence band of WSe2. The emer-
gence of such splitting can be understood from a second
order process in which an electron jumps from the semi-
conductor to the ferromagnet and back.73–77 Since the
6emergence of flat bands in twisted dichalcogenides have
already been demonstrated by first principles, here with
will focus on the combined effect of exchange proximity
effect and spin-orbit coupling. For this sake, we consider
a minimal multilayer consisting on WSe2 on top of the
ferromagnetic insulator CrBr3, as shown in Fig. 5a. In
this situation, the exchange proximity effect created by
CrBr3 on WSe2 will give rise to valley splitting in the low
energy band-structure, as sketched in Fig. 5b.
We performed our first principles calculations with the
all-electron LAPW formalism as implemented in Elk.78
Correlations in the Cr d-manifold where included with
the DFT+U formalism in the Yukawa form,79 taking
U = 4 eV. We first focus on the case without spin-orbit
coupling, the resulting band structure is shown in Fig.
5c. The first important feature is that, in the absence of
spin-orbit coupling, the top of the valence band is located
at Γ instead of K, and as will be shown later this dra-
matically changes when spin-orbit coupling is included.
Second, it is also worth to note that the conduction band
states are formed by unoccupied Cr orbitals, instead of
the WSe2 states. This orbital arrangement as a function
of energy is shown in Fig. 5d. This indicates that for the
current van der Waals heterostructure, correlated states
in moire flat bands should be searched in the hole-doped
regime. Although it is well known that DFT underes-
timates the Mott gap in correlated magnets, our calcu-
lations performed with U = 4 eV for the Cr d-orbitals
suggest that they might indeed be located inside the gap
in real multilayer. Nevertheless, it must be noted that us-
ing a different ferromagnetic insulator such as EuS2 may
allow to explore the effect of exchange field in conduction
electron flat bands.
We now move to consider the heterostructure com-
puted with full non-collinear spin-orbit coupling, whose
band structure is shown in Fig. 5e. As anticipated be-
fore, in the presence of spin-orbit coupling the top of
the valence band is located at K, in agreement with the
low energy model used before. This feature highlights
that first principles calculations of flat bands in twisted
WSe2 can be strongly impacted by the presence of spin
orbit coupling, as it dramatically impact the nature of
the states at the top of the valence band. In particular
we find that, the top of the valence band is 60 meV below
the top of the valence band at the K/K ′ point. Second, it
is observed that the combination of magnetism and spin-
orbit coupling breaks the degeneracy between k → −k,
giving rise to different dispersion around the K and K ′
points (Fig. 5e). In the present case, we are particularly
interested on its impact at the top of the valence band.
Zooming the band structure on the top of the valence
band as shown in Fig. 5f, we clearly observe a splitting
between the K and K’ point, which is exactly associated
to the combination of exchange proximity effect between
CrBr3 and WSe2 and spin-orbit coupling.
77,80–82 The ex-
change proximity effect is found on the order of 4 meV,
similar to other van der Waals multilayers.77 The previ-
ous first principles results demonstrate both the validity
of the low energy model used previous for the top of the
valence band, and the possibility of breaking K/K ′ via
exchange proximity effect, the feature that we used too
selectively lift the degeneracy of the flat bands.
We finally note that the previous first principles cal-
culations do not account from additional effects ap-
pearing in the twisted system, such as atomic relax-
ations in the twisted WSe2, rippling between the WSe2
and CrBr3, or atomic relaxations in CrBr3 stemming
from the moire pattern between CrBr3 and WSe2. To
capture those effects, first principles calculations of a
twisted CrBr3/WSe2/WSe2/CrBr3 multilayer should be
performed, including non-collinear spin-orbit coupling
and DFT+U. Nevertheless, given the large unit cells in-
volved, this would be represent a challenging system from
the computation point of view.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that a van der Waals heterostruc-
ture consisting of twisted dichalcogenide bilayer (WSe2)
encapsulated between two-dimensional ferromagnets
(CrBr3) shows flat bands and correlated states controlled
by the magnetic encapsulation. By using an effective
atomistic model that incorporates spin-orbit and ex-
change proximity effects, we showed that such moire
system shows flat bands whose internal orbital struc-
ture strongly depends on the magnetic encapsulation.
Once we include electronic interactions, we demonstrated
that depending on the magnetic arrangement, a sponta-
neous spin-symmetry breaking or valley-symmetry break-
ing emerges due to correlation effects. Finally, using first-
principles calculations, we showed that the proximity be-
tween CrBr3 and WSe2 creates a spin splitting in the
WSe2, in agreement with the low energy model used.
Our results put forward hybrid magnetic/dichalcogenide
twisted multilayers as a versatile platform where spin-
orbit and exchange effects drive controllable correlated
states.
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